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— Book Review mm she uses some of those exotic 

rhythms to add a little variety to 
the proceedings. Some songs do 
stand out (such as 'Caramel' and 
‘Stockings’) - she hasn’t lost the 
ability to write a decent tune - and 
the entire album can be described

gay). Basically, Pinkerton 
celebrates the nerdiness that 
Weezer have been noted for, butInfamous Canadian murders 

documented in paperback does it via some very good pop 
this time, I willG^EInI songs

acknowledge Weezer s brillianceBemardo-and to other people-all in 
hope of somehow making her 
marriage the one of her dreams.

And then there is the 12 year 
sentence Homolka received in return 
for testifying against Bernardo. Pron 
makes Homolka’s plea bargain looks 
like slime on fine china. Pron tells that 
after she reached her bargain with 
the prosecutors, Homolka was 
accused of thwarting Kristen 
French's escape from the house of 
her captivity. Homolka knew 
Bernardo was out of the house to 
fetch a fast-food last supper for 
Kristen French. When Bernardo 
returned, Homolka’s compassion 
oozed only as far as asking her 
husband to kill the girl painlessly.

Pron sympathizes with the police 
forces responsible for arresting Paul 
Bernardo and Karla Homolka, but all 
compliments from Pron are 
backhanded. The Toronto and 
Niagara Regional police departments 
get slapped by Pron for jumping to 
conclusions, 
information and taking months to get 
around to analyzing DNA samples 
volunteered by Bernardo long before 
he abducted Mahaffy and French.

Pornography and crazed-killer 
novels like American Psycho were 
viewed and read avidly by Bernardo. 
Pron shows how Bernardo’s rapes 
and murders mirrored the text and 
action of the media images he so 
adored. Bernardo wanted to be like 
American Psycho'sderanged yuppie; 
lie yearned to rape like “the king" he 
admired in a sadistic sex film.
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And now, as they say, for 
something completely different. 
There was a time that classical

Tin. Bm mu a ms
as being pleasant. But in light of 

isn’t a bad thing at all, but it just her past form, this is rather 
makes me feel like I’m using the disappointing, 
words ‘Shadowy Men’ more than

Phono-Comb's record company 
seem to be going to great lengths 
to cover up some of the band 
members’past.And that probably 
has something to do with the fact 
that surf music has become so 
passé these days, thanks to the 
likes of Quentin Tarentino. But I 
won’t beat around the bush - two 
of Phono-Comb used to be in 
Shadowy Men In A Shadowy 
Planet. There - I’ve said it. The 
other personnel might come from 
The Sadies and Fifth Column, but 
somehow you can't get past The 
Shadowy Men. And in the same 
way that the Shadowy Men tried 
to deny their influences (there 
was a song called ’We’re Not A 
Fucking Surf Band’ on their final 
album, Sport Fishtn"), Phono-

tS . . Lethal Marriage 
by Nick Pron Apology time.When 1 reviewed 

I should. So let’s try and do it Weezer’s debut album, I doubted 
another way; there are lots of them. I doubted their staying 
twangy guitars and songs of power. I soon regretted it as I 
varying tempo with a couple of grew fonder of that record the 
covers thrown in for good more I listened to it. So that has 
measure - they even add some lead to me being a little bit more 
vocals on the final track. And in open-minded when it came to 
summing up, I have to mention Pinkerton, their sophomore 
the Shadowy Men one last time, release. For one thing, I've 
but not very loudly - Phono-Comb listened to it quite a few time just 
are very nearly their own band, to see if it possesses the same

kind of quality. And guess what?
On her last album, Suzanne It does. The immediacy is there, 

Vega did something vitally but so is the subtlety that makes 
important - she reinvented for an album that has lasting 
herself. Her meandering, folky appeal (the thing I doubted that 
songs had become so predictable Weezer had in the first place), 
that Canadian comedy trio, Corky Pinkerton is a bit louder (for the 
& The Juice Pigs had incorporated most part) than its predecessor 
their impersonation of her into (with the kind of unrestrained 
their act.And, if the truth be told, noise that comes when you ditch 
they outVega-ed Vega. But 99.9°F Rlc Ocasek as producer and take 
saw Suzanne and producer 
Mitchell Froom mix the clanging 
sounds of industrial music with

music was an easy thing to define 
- a spot of Mozart or Beethoven, 
and there you were. But now 
things are a bit more confusing, 
and nowhere is that more true 
than with Rachel's.For one thing, 
you don’t expect classical music 
to come out on the influential 
Chicago label Quarterstick. Nor 
do you expect members of such 
bands as Shellac and The Coctails 
to be involved. But as I said earlier, 
things are a bit more confusing 
now.

The Sea And The Bells is 
Rachel's third full length album 
(following on from last year’s 
magnificent Music For Egon 
Schiele), and it is their most 
perfectly formed record to date. 
The thirteen pieces performed 
(the word song’ seems somehow 
inappropriate...) do not appear to 
be linked thematically, but they 
flow into each other effortlessly. 
The intricate string arrangements 
seem reminiscent of Michael 
Nyman in places (but without 
that element of disappearing up 
one’s own behind), but they still 
retain their own identity.And then 
there is Rachel Grimes wonderful 
piano playing which drives so 
much of the music.To be honest, 
it is so very hard to describe the 
downright beauty of it all without 
gushing too much. But I will say 
that The Sea And The Beils is 
stirring, soothing, calming and a 
whole lot more - you owe it to 
yourself to buy this album.
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Two paperback versions write of the 
unspeakable crimes of Paul Bernardo 
and Karla Homolka. The first is by 
UNB graduate Brian O'Neil, author 
of the New Brunswick bestseller, 
Bodies in the Backyard, a choppy 
account of the life and crimes of Noel 
Michael Winters of Saint John.O'Neil 
was recently convicted for 
threatening the life of Nick Pron, 
Toronto Star crime reporter and 
author of the other Bernardo/ 
Homolka rendition, Lethal Marriage. 
While one writer desires to kill 
another over his competing book 
recks of the stuff that made Angela 
Lansbury a household name,O'Neil’s 
felony conviction makes me wonder 
whether Lethal Marriage is worth 
all the luss.

Well,for starters, Pron surprises as 
he writes. He believes Homolka had 
enough humanity in her to have 
done something—anytiiing—to save 
Leslie Mahaffy- and Kristen French. 
But Pron finds nothing redeeming in 
Paul Bernardo. His rapes and his 
murders were unforgivable; the man 
was morally unreachable.

Homolka had many chances to go 
to the police but she did not. Experts 
claimed Homolka was paralyzed by 
"abused-wife syndrome"; and if 
anyone was a candidate for that 
affliction, it was Homolka. 
Graphically detailed are the years of 
brutality Homolka willingly endured 
at die hands of her husband. Reading 
about Homolka's day-to-day life with 
Bernardo is more than enough to 
make a sadist wince. But this abuse 
excuse gets nowhere within the 
moral framework of Lethal 
Marriage. Pron brands Homolka a 
manipulator, eager to do anything for
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new album, and she is still I fWPI 
collaborating with now-husband > ft 
Mr. Froom. Has anything changed!" •
Well, Nine Objects Of Desire finds ĵMP** Jfij
her forgetting about all the good
work she achieved on 99.9°F and over yourself), but retains the 
returning to her roots. And while utter catchiness that made that 
that doesn't mean Nine Objects damned Buddy Holly' song stick 
Of Desire isn’t a bad album, it is a in your head for days. Ironically, 
little on the unadventurous side; the opening track ( Tired Of Sex’) 
thirty-nine minutes pass by is probably the weakest on the 
without any real surprises, and it album, but it does set the scene 
suffers because of it. This time lyrically for the album • lots of 
round the non-folky influence tales of unrequited love, getting 
comes via a surprising influence dumped and never getting the girl 
-Astrid Gilberto - and that means at all (sometimes because she's

Comb’s press release mentions all 
kinds of music including country 
as being important to the band.
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• 'U;Includes:
Soup, Salad, Donairs, Pizza, 

Garlic Cheese Fingers, Pasta Dishes

Available: Sunday - All day and evening 
Monday: 11-2 & 5-9pm 
Tuesday: 11-2 & 5-9pm

All you can eat Spaghetti 
Wednesday 5-10pm $3.99 ,

Present this ad and receive a medium soft /A
drink with buffet purchase 

Available for dine-in at this nnlv
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1 Auditions for the 1996-97 season of Characters 

Incorporated will be held on Saturday, October 
26th. If you sing or dance, enjoy meeting people 
and representing your province or country, why 
not consider joining us as we celebrate our 15th 
Anniversary in a very special way!

Please call 452-1345 to obtain an audition 
package and further information on the Student 
Supervisor Program for University Students. 
Registration deadline is October 23, 1996.
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DAVID G. HARDING 
CONTACT LENS SPECIALIST 

SUITE 504, 1015 REGENT STREET 
FREDERICTON MEDICAL CLINIC 

458-0270
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Super
BONUS!

Up to $15 saveStudents
Positions available: 

Neuis editor 
Sports editor 

Distractions editor 
Features editor 
Campus editor 
Online editor 
Book editor 

Science editor 
Board of Directors and 
editorial Board Reps

SAVERebate on 
future travel* 
from VIA Rail

The ISIC, the 0116 and 
only card you need.40% In addition to 40% off any VIA Rail 

economy seat, your ISIC can save you 
hundreds of dollars on accommodation, 

admissions to museums and cultural attractions, 
international airfares and a whole host of 

other valuable products and services 
across Canada and around the world.

PLUS, students 
save 40% on any 

economy seat, anywhere, 
any time. It’s easier 
than ever.

No hassles, no advance 
purchase requirements, 
no blackout periods.

Lots of comfort, 
convenience, and 
savings. Any full-time 
student with an Inter
national Student 
Identity Card (ISIC) 
can take advantage 
of VIA's 40% student 
discount. Take a look at 

the train todau!

lot of potential.
m M

der MacDonald

»,
Drop by the ISIC issuing agent nearest 
you to find out more. Dont forget to bring 
your proof of full-time student status.
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the student travel experts <**»*"*•■
University of New Brunswick 
Student Union Building — 453-4850
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JT VIAr. All staff members ore eligible. 
Contact Mary at 453-4983 or 

bruns@unb.co

* Purchase your ISIC and gel a voucher worth up to S16 off your next VIA Rail ticket. The voucher haa no caah value and le applicable against any one etudent ticket purchase. Till» la a 
limited-time offer which may be discontinued at any time. Certain restrictions may apply. Contact VIA Rail or your local Travel CUTS/Voyages Campus tor complete details.
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